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About
Gabriel Landini is Professor of Analytical Pathology and Head of the Oral Pathology Unit, at the School of Dentistry.

Qualifications
PhD, 1991, Kagoshima University, Japan.
Doctor of Odontology, 1984, Universidad de la Republica, Uruguay.

Teaching
BDS.
BMedSc.

Postgraduate supervision
Gabriel is interested in supervising doctoral research students in the following areas:
Quantitative microscopy of oral cancer and oral mucosa ageing.
Development of intelligent imaging methods for histolgical image interpretation.
Biological object segmentation, image enhancement and digital staining.
Analysis and computer modeling of cell mixing in heterogeneous populations in vitro.
For a full list of available Doctoral Research opportunities, please visit our Doctoral Research programme listings (http://www.bham.findaphd.com/?
es=y&apl=y&aplt=&show) .

Research
RESEARCH THEMES
Tumour growth, image analysis in histopathology, tissue architecture, cell mixing.
RESEARCH ACTIVITY
Gabriel's research interests have been directed to the development of innovative quantitative markers of biological complexity. These include applications of fractal
geometry and image analysis for the characterisation of biological shape to be able to understand and characterise morphological changes taking place in
pathological conditions, in particular Oral Cancer.
Current research interests include the development evidence-based methods of morphological analysis which underpin the emerging discipline of Intelligent
Microscopy. In this area, formal quantitative analyses are processed by machine-reasoning procedures, so testable algorithms can replace the subjective
components of traditional observer-based microscopy and histopathology to create more reliable means of diagnosis.
Gabriel is also involved in the development of visualisation enhancements to histological imagery for dichromatic (colour blind) individuals.

Other activities
Gabriel is part of the international group of scientists contributing to the development of open source image processing modules for scientific imaging using the ImageJ and
Fiji platforms.
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